Abstract-In this paper, we compare different deep neural networks (DNN) in extracting speech signals from competing speakers in room environments, including the conventional fullyconnected multilayer perception (MLP) network, convolutional neural network (CNN), recurrent neural network (RNN), and the recently proposed capsule network (CapsNet). Each DNN takes input of both spectral features and converted spatial features that are robust to position mismatch, and outputs the separation mask for target source estimation. In addition, a psychacoustically-motivated objective function is integrated in each DNN, which explores perceptual importance of each TF unit in the training process. Objective evaluations are performed on the separated sounds using the converged models, in terms of PESQ, SDR as well as STOI. Overall, all the implemented DNNs have greatly improved the quality and speech intelligibility of the embedded target source as compared to the original recordings. In particular, bidirectional RNN, either along the temporal direction or along the frequency bins, outperforms the other DNN structures with consistent improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNN) have been prevailing in the audio source separation field in the past few years, formulating the conventional "blind" problem with supervised learning [1] . Many different DNN structures have been considered and shown advantages over traditional statistically-characterised source separation algorithms, such as the classic multilayer perception (MLP) [2] - [4] , recurrent neural networks (RNN) [5] - [7] , convolutional neural networks (CNN) [8] , [9] . However, little work has been done in systematic comparisons and evaluations of different DNN structures in source separation tasks for a common setup, e.g. with the same dataset, mixing scenarios and input/output features.
To address this limitation, we implement a variety of DNNbased speech separation methods with different structures, to recover a target speech in the presence of another competing speaker in room conditions. In this paper, we will focus on speaker-independent source separation from recordings collected by a pair of microphones, with one target at the azimuth of 0 degree and an interference at unknown positions. This is a common setup for stereo or binaural recordings, and yet challenging due to the complex nature of both speaker and content-dependent speech, as well as the various mixing scenarios. Note the target azimuth constraint can be compensated via delay-and-sum beamforming. Four DNN topologies will be investigated, including the aforementioned MLP, RNN and CNN, as well as a recently-proposed capsule network (CapsNet) [10] . Particularly for the RNN structure, the bidirectional 2-channel mixture long short-term memory (BiLSTM) [11] will be applied to input features along both temporal and frequency directions, to exploit the audio correlation along temporal frames and frequency bins respectively.
In addition, we have integrated psychoacoustics and robust audio features into our DNN framework. A perceptually weighted objective function [4] has been proved effective in extracting sound sources corrupted by background noise from mono channel recordings, and a similar principle will be adopted here. The non-linearly wrapped spatial features [12] are robust to mismatched position combinations, which together with spectral features, will be fed into the DNN to output the separation mask for each TF point, which is then applied to the mixture for time-domain reconstruction.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the overall DNN-based source separation system, followed by experimental results and analyses in Section III. Conclusions and insights for future work are given in Section IV.
II. DNNS FOR SOURCE SEPARATION
Treating each DNN as a black box as shown in Fig. 1 , input features with groundtruth/labels are extracted from the 2-channel recordings and fed into the DNN. Each DNN aims to output the separation mask in the TF domain for target source estimation. In the training stage, we impose a loss/objective function on the DNN output and the groundtruth, to estimate the separated signal via the separation mask as perceptually close to the groundtruth as possible. Following, we will introduce the feature extraction process as well as the imposed objective function respectively.
A. Feature Extraction
Denoting L(t, ω) and R(t, ω) as the short time Fourier transform (STFT) of the 2-channel recordings at TF location (t, ω), both spectral and spatial features are extracted as DNN input. Log-power (LP) spectral features are first extracted as
which is then normalised, denoted asZ LP (t, ω). Non-linearly transformed spatial features [12] are exploited here,
where
is the interchannel phase difference (IPD) between the two channels, and | π −π wraps the phase residue in the range of [−π, π]. In the above equation, 2πf ω τ is approximately the unwrapped IPD mean associated with the interference, where f ω is the ω-th frequency, and τ is the delay of the interference arriving at the two channels, which can be estimated by the generalized cross-correlation phase transform method (GCC-PHAT) [13] . The above converted spatial features have yielded better performance as compared to the use of raw IPD features, as well as robustness to mismatch between the training and testing conditions [12] .
We aim to output the ideal binary mask (IBM) directly, which can be obtained in the training stage by comparing the spectra of the target and the interference, denoted as m(t, ω).
B. Psychacoustically-Motivated Objective Function
In our previous work [4] , we have proposed a perceptuallyweighted objective function, which is a weighted modification of the mean square error (MSE) where perceptual importance of each TF point is considered from psychoacoustic point of view. This objective function is an empirical balance between boosting high energy components and suppressing any distortion that might cause perceptual changes. With the same principle, we propose an objective function to minimise the perceptual difference between the groundtruth mask m and the estimated separation maskm ignoring the TF index, using a modified weight defined on the normalised feature space:
where N is the number of frames, σ(·) is the sigmoid function, S LP = (S LP − μ)/δ is the normalised LP feature of the groundtruth target, with μ and δ being the normalisation parameters.S LP = 2log(m)/δ +Z LP is the normalised LP feature of the source estimate, extracted by applying the separation mask to the mixture spectrum directly. In the training stage, the loss will be minimised via the backpropagation, during which the DNN parameters that non-linearly map the input features to the final output will be updated.
III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data and Setup
Recordings from 22 speakers (11 male and 11 female) in the TSP Speech Database [14] were resampled at 8 kHz. For each speaker, 50 sequences were used for training and the left 10 for testing. The training mixtures were simulated with room impulse responses (RIRs) recorded by a pair of microphones distanced at 21 cm in a reverberant room [15] with RT60 of 325 ms. For training data generation, we randomly chose two sequences from two speakers, and convolved them with associated RIRs, with one target fixed at 0
• azimuth, and the interference drawn from [−90
• , −60
For each of the 3 gender combinations ("MM", "MF", "FF") and 6 position combinations, 1000 pairs of mixtures were generated for training. Similarly for testing data generation, 40 pairs of mixtures were simulated with the same mixing process, resulting 720 matched testing stereo mixtures in total. In addition, we also investigated unmatched conditions when the interference was drawn from [−135
• , −110 ig. 2: The stereo mixtures were simulated as the superposition of the spatial images of a target speech located at 0
• and a competing speech at other angles highlighted in square (except 0
• ) in the training stage. One group of matched testing data were generated using the same mixing process, and another unmatched group used new positions highlighted in dots.
B. DNN Implementation
We implemented five different DNN algorithms with different structures, detailed as follows.
The first one has the classic MLP structure, denoted as "MLP". Input features (Z LP ,χ 1 ,χ 2 ) ∈ R 127×11×3 of consecutive 11 frames centred by the t-th frame were vectorised, which went through 4 fully-connected hidden layers with size of 1024 each. Moreover, each hidden layer is followed by batch normalisation (BN) [16] (to accelerate convergence) and leaky rectified linear units (ReLU) activation. The output layer is also a fully-connected layer with sigmoid activation, to output the separation mask at the t-th framem(t) = [m(t, 1),m(t, 2), . . . ,m(t, 127)]
T .
The second one employs mainly the CNN structure, denoted as "CNN", which contains a convolutional encoder as well as a fully-connected decoder. The same concatenated features as for "MLP" were used without vectorisation. The encoder contains three convolutional layers without zero-padding, whose kernel size and number are respectively (5, 5)×64, (3, 3)×128, (8, 1) × 256, and maxpooling is followed with pool size of (2, 2), (2, 1) and (4, 1) . The decoder shares the same structure as the last two layers in "MLP", for a fair comparison. BN and leaky ReLU were also applied to each hidden layer.
The third DNN is based on the capsule network structure [10] , denoted as "CapsNet", which is also a modification of "CNN" by replacing the third convolutional layer in the encoder with one capsule layer. Firstly, the hidden output after the first two conventional layers were reshaped and squashed to capsules with a length of 8. Secondly, three iterations of routing process were employed to obtain 16 capsules each with a length of 64. Finally, all the capsules were forced with zero elements except the biggest capsule (with the largest Frobenius norm), which were vectorised and fed into the decoder for the separation maskm(t) generation.
The above three methods are block-based, where temporal information is limited in the consecutive 11 frames, spanning in total 112 ms. However, take a speech signal as a sequence, longer temporal correlations exist. To address this problem, we also exploited RNN for source separation as follows.
For the forth method, input features were extracted from 100 consecutive frames (∈ R 127×100×3 ), lasting in total 824 ms 1 . At each frame, the features were vectorised with dimension of 381. We then applied two stacked bidirectional LSTM with size of 256 along temporal frames. The feed forward dropout and recurrent dropout were set to 0.5 and 0.2 respectively. Afterwards, the LSTM output at each frame was fed into a frame-independent fully-connected layer to generate m(t). This method is denoted as "RNN-T".
Similarly, speech spectrum also yields strong correlation across frequency such as harmonics, and we therefore also implemented RNN along the frequency direction denoted as "RNN-F". First, we segmented all the frequency bins to 32 bands with each containing 4 bins. Considering the three features (Z LP ,χ 1 ,χ 2 ), each band has the feature dimension of 12. Then two stacked BiLSTM also with size of 256 were applied along each band. The same dropout as for "RNN-T" was applied except the feed forward dropout for the first layer BiLSTM, which was set to 0 due to the low dimensional input. A fully-connected layer followed BiLSTM with a size of 4 is used to generate the separation mask associated with the 4 bins of each band.
We summarised the above DNNs in Table I . 
C. Results and Analysis
For each implemented method, one speaker-independent model was built on the training data, of which 20% were used for validation. Learning rate of 0.001 was initialised, with a decay rate of 0.95 after each epoch, and 150 epochs were enforced in total. Adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimiser [17] was employed in the backpropagation.
We first show the loss convergence on the validation dataset in Fig. 3 . All the DNN methods converged after around 50 epochs, with "MLP", "CNN" and "RNN-T" gaining similar results. We have zoomed in part of the converged results (highlighted) in the embedded rectangle, and it can be observed "RNN-F" and "CapsNet" have slightly higher losses.
We then applied the converged models on the matched testing data, and evaluated the separated targets using metrics of perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [18] , signalto-distortion ratio (SDR) as well as short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) [19] , as shown on the left panel of Fig. 4 . The same evaluations were performed on the mixtures directly as a benchmark, denoted as "Input". In addition, the ideal binary masks (IBM) were extracted from the groundtruth signals, whose evaluations are denoted as "Ideal".
It can be observed that all the tested DNN methods have significantly improved the perceptual quality and speech intelligibility, and have reduced the distortion as compared to the original target speech embedded in competing speech. Average improvement over "Input" was obtained as 0.84, 6.3 dB and 0.18 for PESQ, SDR and STOI respectively. The total number of separated sounds that have shown worse performance than "Input" was less than 1%, and most of these degraded samples were estimated via "MLP". Moreover, the two RNN-based methods, "RNN-T" and "RNN-F" gained similar results as "IBM", especially for PESQ evaluations. They also outperformed the other three block-based DNN methods, showing average of 0.54, 2.92 dB, and 0.06 increase with the three metrics. Take "RNN-T" and "CNN" for example, paired sample t-tests were applied to their separated sources, and we got p ≈ 0.00 for all the three evaluation matrices, which shows the statistical significance of the performance improvement. The three block-based DNN methods, "MLP", "CNN" and "CapsNet" yielded similar performance. This limitation might be caused by its less effective modelling of long temporal correlation (as compared to "RNN-T") and whole frequency band relationship (as compared to "RNN-F").
To investigate this, we compared the spectrum of the recovered source estimate with that of the groundtruth in Fig. 5 , where the spectra were either extracted from one frequency bin and spanning different time frames (top), or extracted in one frame spanning all the frequency bins (bottom). It can be observed that "RNN-T" exhibited high correlation with the groundtruth over time while "RNN-T" yielded strong correlation over frequency. Interestingly, "RNN-T" showed better results than "RNN-F" in PESQ while worse results in SDR and similar results in STOI. This is because the three involved evaluation metrics measure different aspect of sounds with very different mechanisms. For instance, with the same distortion levels (SDR), the competing speech with overlapped spectra to the target is more likely to affect human perception than isolated spectra without overlap. In addition, "CapsNet", which has shown advantages over "CNN" in classification [10] , had only very slight improvement over "CNN" in terms of PESQ and STOI. This might be because in our regression model, there does not exist groundtruth category labels that can be applied to the capsule layer directly, to indicate the ownership of each capsule as in the classification model, thus no additional learning rule was enforced on the capsule layer output. Yet, this improvement, on the other hand, shows the capability of "CapsNet" in representing the underlying structure of speech signals.
Moreover, no obvious performance difference between different gender combinations was observed, possibly due to the following two reasons. First, the essential spectral difference (e.g. timbrel, pitch) between male and female groups could be relaxed by the strong individual difference in our 22 training speakers. Second, contributions from the spatial features could reduce the importance of the spectral features.
To test the robustness of these DNN-based methods, we also applied these methods on the mismatched testing data, as shown in Fig. 4 (right) . The highlighted median values of the associated matched conditions almost overlapped with that of the unmatched scenarios. This consistent performance proves that our DNN implementation exploiting the proposed features is robust to position mismatch.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To systematically evaluate DNN-based source separation methods from 2-channel recordings in room environments, we implemented several methods with different DNN topologies, including MLP, CNN, CapsNet and RNN. Objective evaluation metrics of PESQ, SDR and STOI were performed on the extracted target sounds for speech quality and speech intelligibility measurements. We found that exploiting the psychacoustically-motivated objective function and positionrobust spatial features, the RNN-based methods with BiLSTM structure showed consistent and better performance than other DNN structures. In the future, we are interested in implementing more state-of-the-art DNN architectures for comparisons and also consider other audio features to augment DNN input. Moreover, we will generalise these methods to more than two speaker scenarios and also take background environment noise into account.
